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not used in the walls or on the roof, but they were employed in the bath suite and to line the flue
which served the hypocaust in room XII. In all cases these tiles appear to have been quarried from
derelict building sites as hardly any were used for the function for which they had been designed.
A variety of tiles were used in the hypocausts of the baths, a box flue tile acted as a pila as did a
section of a circular pipe. Roofing tiles were also extensively used in the sub-floor structures of
this part of the building. Four of the tiles found on CQ were stamped and these stamps have
already been discussed elsewhere and also form a separate section in this report. All four of the
stamped tiles were from the topsoil.

DATING

With so few areas excavated below the latest levels the quantity of datable material which can be
used to date the construction of the building is very small. The only coin from CQ which gives
any indication of date is from CQ XIV 3 a fourth century illegible coin which cannot be dated
more precisely.

The pottery is difficult to use for dating XII, 1 since much of it is residual and in layers which
seem to have been dumped on the site in order to raise the ground level. Even that which may
have been contemporary with the erection of the building and its use is difficult to use for dating
since even some of the larger pottery producers in the second halfof the fourth century were very
conservative in the range of pots they produced. Despite all these limitations the evidence points
to a date in the second half of the fourth century for the construction of this house. It is just
possible that the material used here for dating the original period of construction may in fact
come from a wholesale internal rebuilding which seems to have taken place at some time
producing the final plan as revealed by the excavations. If this is the case then the original date for
the building of the original rectangular shell could be earlier and the presence of the coin hoard in
the roof might support this idea.

BUILDING XII,2 - SITES CX AND CY

The first signs of another building to the south ofXII, 1 came during the 1971 season when one of
the trenches laid out to test the southern half of the allotments clipped the northern limits of a
well-preserved stone structure. During the 1971 season all efforts were concentrated on dealing
with XII, 1 and so it was not until 1972 that a much larger area was opened up to reveal the full
extent ofXIl,2 (fig.30). A final season was carried out during the summer of 1973 which had to
be extended to cope with yet another building to the south of XIl,2. The objectives of the
excavations On this building were similar to those for XII, 1 namely, to expose and plan structures
close to the surface which might be damaged by heavy machinery on the site, and where possible
within the constraints of time and finance, to explore one or two selected areas in depth.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to excavate sufficient areas below the latest levels to make
sense of the structural development of the house and so in the report that follows only a general
account can be given.

A similar sequence to that found in XU,1 was noted with this building (fig. 30). It seems to
have started as a small rectangular building with projecting rooms at each end of the block. Major
alterations took place at some stage involving the insertion ofhypocausts in some existing rooms
and the building of extra rooms. The deliberate dumping of material to raise the floor level is
clearly illustrated in this building where some floors are one metre above the offset of the walls
with no signs of earlier floors which might have been associated with those offsets. It looks as
though there might have been a change in plan as the building was being constructed. The final
plan has all the appearances of a winged corridor villa with entrance and projecting rooms on the
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30. Building XII,2 sites CX/CY with area and wall numbers indicated

north side. The same restrictions over the dating of phases of construction apply to this structure
as they did to CQ. Consequently the three broad period groups used in CQ have been adopted
agam,

AREAS I, II, III AND IV - SITE ex

These areas are adjacent to each other immediately to the north of the house and include its
entrance porch. Over most of these trenches were patches of deliberately laid cobbling which
must have acted as an outdoor surface or courtyard. Above this was rubble from the collapse of
the house which included wall plaster and tile. The feature of this area was the entrance, the
foundations of which were substantial and well laid presumably designed to carry the weight of
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31. Building XIl,2 with mosaic outlines and line of sections indicated

an impressive structure (figs. 32-4). This foundation platform measured 3.80m by 2.20 m overall
and where it abutted against the wall of the house was still standing 0.65m above the Roman
ground surface. The east and west sides of the platform were made from large blocks of
limestone some nearly a metre long, and in between these blocks were the foundations for the
steps which consisted of pitched limestone. In one or two places the stones of the actual steps
survived or the line of the steps could be deduced from the behaviour of the large edging blocks
of the platform. Presumably these were designed to carry small pillars which supported the roof
of the porch.

Along the front of this building was a stone gutter made from blocks of limestone some 1.20m
long and on average 30cms wide. Each block was hollowed out leaving a channel which allowed
rain water to be collected and disposed of. When the gutter turned through a right angle, as it did
for example to pass around the entrance podium, the corners were carefully mitred. Although
there has been a certain amount of ground movement all over this site since the Roman period
and despite the fact that some of the gutter has been removed from the front of room XIV, it is
clear from levels taken in the drain that it carried rain water from the front of the house to the
stream on the western side of the building.
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32. Building XII,2: detail of porch and section
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33. The foundations for the ent rance porch to building XII ,2 wi th associated gutter and th reshold

34. Derail of construction to the foundation of entrance porch to XII ,2 with damaged gutters It!

foreground
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CORRIDOR VI
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SITE CX

After passing through the entrance of this building one entered a corridor which provided access
to the rooms in the central block and linked the projecting rooms at the cast and west ends.
Whether this corridor was original or a later insertion could not be determined precisely. It was
floored with a mosaic consisting ofa blue/grey pattern picked out on a white background and the
overall measurements of the corridor were 13.75m by 2.75m. The design of the mosaic was in
two parts. Directly opposite the entrance was a panel which David Neal has been able to
reconstruct from very fragmentary remains and describes as a 'highly complicated labyrinth'
(Neal 1981 , 62). To the east was a repeating swastika-meander pattern which is also likely to have
been repeated to the west of the central labyrinth. Sufficient guilloche survived to show that it
existed on all four sides of the patterned area just described. The significance of this mosaic is
discussed elsewhere in this report and by Neal (1981, 62).

The absence of any surviving floor in the west part of the corridor enabled excavation to take
place to sec if any material could be found to date this mosaic and to sec if the corridor was part of
the original building. Beneath the mosaic were traces of an earlier mortar floor and a considerable
build up of material, about one metre above the offset of wall AA (fig. 35). The front wall of the
corridor (AG) butted on to the wall of the western projecting room, but the junction with the
wall to the north was robbed. The fact that the walls butt on to these projecting rooms might
indicate a secondary phase in the building's history, but as expressed elsewhere in this report one
has to be cautious about such an interpretation. Unfortunately the limited excavation in the
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35. Building XII,2: section in room VI

corridor did not provide the answers that were sought and whether the corridor was part of the
initial construction or was a later addition remains unresolved.

ROOMS V AND XIV - SITE CX; AND 1II - SITE CY

That there were several phases of construction in this complex is illustrated by this group of
rooms at the western end of the building (fig. 36). To begin with, V and XIV could have been
two separate rooms for the main east-west wall (AA) was found to continue across to wall AD,
later being cut down to form one large room (fig. 37). Projecting stubs were left against each side
wall presumably to carry pillars for a vaulted (?) ceiling or arch between the two areas. On the
other hand this cast-west wall may have been designed as a sleeper-wall in this area and never
risen above the height at which it was found during excavation. Such a sleeper-wall would be
necessary if the two projecting piers were designed to carry the weight of something at ceiling
level or above. This does seem to have been the case for additional blocks of masonry were built
against the north side of these piers to act as buttresses. So the fact that the main cast-west wall
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continued across between roo ms V and XIV does not necessarily mean that the two roo ms were
divided by a wall to begin with. No earlier Roors were found in XIV which could be associated
with an earlier phase, but of course these may have been destroyed when the hypocaust was
inserted later . T hat the hypocaust was a secondary feature is shown by the fact that the sto kehole
was in a roo m with a tessellated pavement which must indicate that the sto kehole was put in
later. Th e presence ofa pillared hypocaust in XIV and channelled one in V again might sugges t to
some that the re were tw o distinct phases, wi th the pillared variety being the earliest of the two.
However, no means of providing the heat for roo m X IV on its own was found, there were no
Rues cut into any of its walls and so the only way it could have been heated was by work ing in
association with the channelled hypocaust in V with its stokehole to the south.

Overlying the hypocaust was a layer of rubble which wh en excavated posed a num ber of
problems. In places the rub ble seemed to be fairly compact and the herr ingbone arrangement of
some of this limestone resem bled a foundation , but hardly the type one associates with a mosaic
Roor which was though t to have existed in this roo m as evidenced by the tesserae found . Later
duri ng the excava tion of ot her rooms it became apparen t that the herringbone arra ngement o f
stone in walls was not restricted to the founda tions, but existed above floor level. T he
herr ingbone foundation found lying below the rubble was therefore not make-up for the mosaic,
but a collapsed wall with the facing stones of that wall removed (fig. 38). O nce this had been
removed the clearly defined channels of the hypocaust were revealed producing a most elaborate
and unusual arrangement with the majority of channels being curved rather than straight (fig.
39). Cu rving channels also occur in a building found at Colliton Park, Do rchester (Drew and
Selby 1937, pls. III and IX). T he channels had not been formed by diggi ng trenches into the
existing ground, but resulted from the const ruction ofli mestone and mortar blocks, having first
of all dug out the whole of the room to a depth of about one metre below the final fl oor level. As
already indicated this wo uld have removed any traces of earlier floors which might have existed
in this room belonging to an earlier phase. It is interesting to note that the walls of this room were
faced down to the offset level which , for example, on wall AE was j ust below the bottom of the

36. Western half of building XII.2 with entrance porch showing bottom left
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3M. Detail of collapsed wall in room CX V of building XII, 2 showing herringbone construction

39. C hannelled hypocaust in room CX V, building XlI,2 (pi/ae of room X IV to [he right )
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hypocaust blocks. If the original floors were just above the olT,et then the y would certainly have
been removed when the hypocaust was inserted .

Small quantities o f painted wall plaster were found in the hypocaust ch.mncls and were
co lo ured purple, red , grey and white and the presence of small white rcsscrac indi cated that the
roo m 0 11(l' co ntained J mosa ic.

Severa l channels, includi ng the mai n centra! one leading from the stokeho le, linked wit h the
pillared hypocaust in X IV (fig. 40) and as no other stokehole was found attached to room X IV
then the only source of heat must haw been from the stokehole whi ch served the channelled
hypocaust in room V. Room X IV mea sured 5.9m by -l.I m and below the topsoil the rubble in
thi s area was wry different from that found elsewhere on th is building for it co ntained a g reat
deal of tile , presumably from the destruction of the upper lewis o f the sub Aoor structure whi ch
did no t survive ;11 , ;/11 , Also in the rubble was pain ted wall plaster and bigger pieces of mosaic
than fo und in V, some pieces of which had blue stripes on a white background . The pi/"e were a
mixture of sto ne and tile and origina lly there were 7 rows of I I pi/"r , a tota l of77, none of whi ch
survived sufficiently hig h to show how the base for till" mosaic floor was co nstructed. So me tile'S
from thi s room were stamped including one of the base tile-s for a 1' ;/" whi ch bore the stam p
ARVER I. The usc of sto ne with tile, suggests that there was not an unlimited supply of tile- and
when thi s ran OUI stone 11.1d 10 be used. Several rooms in thi s bui lding have tile, bein g used I,"
purposes for whi ch ir was not designed. It also suggests that tile, co uld no t be obtained on demand
and perhaps was not bein g made at all in whi ch case the supply would be limited by the amount
of tile which could be salvaged from derelict buildings .

I{O OM III - SITE C Y

The tire whi ch provided the heat for the hyporausr sys tem was sto ked from III (C Y), clearl y a
seconda ry usc for thi s room as it w as paved with a tessellated lIoor (tig . 41), In a small test sec tion

-1 0 . Pillared hypocaust in room ex X IV. build ing X II .2
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dug on the south side of the room there we re hints of earlier mortar floors. The tessellated Roor
had been damaged by the servici ng of the hypocaust in rooms V and XIV. Later a simple
construction of limeston e edged with box Rue tiles, presumably acting as an extensio n to the Rue
cut through wall AE, was built on top of the pavement .

41. South-west corner ofbuilding XIl,2 with the stoking area for the hypocaust in rooms CX V and XIV
overlying the tessellated pavement in room CY Ill. Mosaic 8 in CY 11 appears to the left

CORRIDOR IX - SITE CX

At right -angles to the main corrido r (VI) was a short narrow ' roo m' wh ich appears to have
served as a corridor linking the front of the house with rooms at the rear. It measured 6. 18m by
1.85m and was paved with a mosaic floor the design of which consisted of square panels of
guilloche alternatin g with swastika-meander (fig. 42). It was poorl y made compared wit h the
front corrido r.

ROOM VII - SIT E ex

T he position of this room and the quality o f its mosaic suggest that it was one of the principal
recept ion room s. It was approxima tely 6m square and the mosaic. being so close to the surface,
was damaged although this was mainly confined to the tesserae and not the und erlying make-up
(fig. 43). Th e main decorated panel of the mosaic was about 3.7m square and consisted of a large
circle of simple guilloche within a square of treble-strand guilloche. Around this guilloche was a
band of swas tika-meander with inset panels of guilloche or grey chcqucrs. Sufficient of the
centra l design remained to show that it was a large multi -petalled Rower.

T he mosaic was set in a white to pale yellow fine mortar of about 2 ems thickness (Vil A)
which was patchy and not found everywhere in VII, but the solid make-up for the fl oor was
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..Q . Corridor mosaic 7 in ex IX , building X II ,:!

-u. Mosaic <) III room ex VII. bui ldin g X I1.2
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virtually continuous over the whole area (VII,S) (fig. 44). A coin found in layer 5 was dated to
A.D. 260-290. This layer, which was a dark yellow/orange mortar, contained a considerable
amount of large grit, and in the south-east corner in an intrusive layer of whitish mortar was a
quantity of tesserae, some ready for use, others apparently awaiting final trimming. Beneath
these make-up layers of the mosaic was one which in places was O. 75m thick and which consisted
of lumps of limestone presumably brought in to raise the floor level and to provide a solid base
for the mosaic in an area which had been recognised as liable to subsidence (VII, 9 and 10). It was
also noticeable that the mosaic was about one metre above the offset of wall AA, and even if the
patches of mortar found beneath the mosaic are interpreted as floors, there are none which can be
associated with this offset (figs. 45 and 46). Layer 11 which also overlies the offset contained
charcoal and a number of small finds which were residual and appeared to have been brought in
to raise the level.

ROOM VIII - SITE ex

This area proved most difficult to understand. Several walls were found and because only the
footings survived their relationship to each other and with particular layers could not easily be
worked out. In the final phase of the building the walls on the north, west and south sides (AA,
AJ and AE) were reasonably well preserved, but on the east side the foundations of two walls
were found of which AL appeared to be the latest and almost certainly formed the eastern side of
this room (fig. 47). Once the allotment topsoil had been removed it was clear that no mosaic floor
survived, but certain layers, in particular VIII, 1, a layer of pitched stone set in mortar, had all the
appearances of the base for such a floor. In the south of the room there was a group of tesserae
which may have been the remnants of this floor, but they were not in situ. In the same area wall
plaster was found in layer VIII,2, a layer of brown loamy soil. The colour of the plaster consisted
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47. Foundations of walls between rooms ex VIlI and XIll. in the main range of building XII.2

of the usual range of colours but with some pieces having purple bands and others green SpOlS.
As excavation pro ceeded the remains of two other walls became apparent. namely. AK and AZ .
and although one cannot be certain it looked as though they were contem po rary . Despite the
difficulties in understanding the sequence o f events in this area an att empt has been made to work
out possibl e phases o f building operations and these are illustrated in fig. 30. but it must be
stressed that thi s interpretation is largely subjective .

ROOMS X AND XIlI - SITE ex

From observations in room VIII it was clear that a major alteration took place at the east end of
the bu ildin g whi ch appears to have create d two rooms, X and X III, from an area which o riginally
had been one. Room X measured 1.6m by 5.8m at foundation level. but may have been slightly
wider as both the north and south walls had been ro bbed to below floor level. The size and shape
of the room surely indi cates that it served as a corrido r linking the east end of the buildin g wi th
the cent re of the house. It seems unli kely that it contained a staircase fo r an upper storey as it was
paved with a mosaic floor. The design of the mosaic appears to have consisted of alternating
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rectangles and tangent squares set lozengewise and made from large rcsserac, gIvIng the
appearance of rather poor workmanship (Neal 1981, 67). Limited excavation took place in this
room revealing a possible earlier mortar floor and an earlier north-south wall (AN) which passed
below the footings of wall AM and which was located in Xlii.

There was also a damaged mosaic in room XIII to the south of X, a room which measured
5.75m by 3.80m. The basic design of the floor was an 'all-over chessboard pattern of large
red-brick and creamy limestone squares' (Neal 1981 , 66). Beneath the floor there were layers one
of which was similar to the mortar surface found in X implying that at one stage X and XIII
comprised one room. Wall AN was located at a lower level and a reconstructed sequence of
building activities in this area has been suggested in fig. 30.

ROOMS XV, XIX AND XX - SITE ex

This group of rooms at the eastern end of the building appears to be an addition and unlikely to
have been part of the original plan. It seems that the alterations to rOOmS X and XIII are to be
linked with these additions and part of a large scale rebuild of the east end.

Room XV

This room is situated at the south-east corner of the building and in size is not unlike room XIX
at the north-east corner. The room is almost square, being 2.75m by 3m. A mosaic floor, the
central panel of which was 1.68m square, was laid in the middle of the room and the main feature
of the design was a conventionalized Rower in the centre of an 'open concave-sided square' (Neal
1981, 66). The outside wall of the original building (AE) was robbed to about one metre below
the mosaic floor. The northern half of the room was excavated leaving an east-west section
linking the walls AX and AF and despite the robbing of AF this section shows possible
construction levels for the two walls. Wall AF appears to have been built from the level oflayer 8
whereas AX was later, being constructed from 7. Although this interpretation is not conclusive it
supports the idea that these rooms were a later addition. There were a number ofsmall finds from
dumped layers in this room, most of which were residual and of little use for dating the
alteration, or the floor.

Room XIX

A similar sized room to XV being 3.10m by 2.90m. Although no mosaic floor survived in this
room the mortar base for one did. The southern half of the room was excavated and again layers
of dumped material 'containing residual finds were noted. It was difficult to distinguish any
construction levels for either of the walls. Wall AF cut through layer 8 which contained much ash
and quantities of lead and may have been the building level for the original house. During the
course of excavation it was noted that layers 7 and 8 did not butt firmly against wall AS and this
may be due to the foundations of this wall having been dug into these layers.

Room XX

Linking the two rooms just described was a long narrow area 4.17m by 2.17m which once had a
mosaic floor although none survived it! situ. The northern halfof the room was excavated and the
same sequence of dumped material against wall AF was noted. Both walls were robbed to below
floor level.

Interpretation of XV, XIX and XX of ex
The plan of these rooms gives the impression of an entrance flanked by two small rooms from
which there runs a passage way (X). Why such an entrance was required is not clear. If this
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building is interpreted as a farm within the walls of Corin;um perhaps a secondary entrance may
be linked with the working side of the establishment, although the equipping of this group of
rooms with mosaics makes such a suggestion rather unlikely. The division of the house into two
separate units each with its own entrance may be another possibility. Excavation could not tell
whether there were two distinct units or not as doorways could not be detected in the
foundations ofwalls and as most of the walls were damaged to floor level or below few doorways
have been found.

THE ADDITION OF HYPOCAUSTS

The insertion ofhypocausts in rooms V and XIV has already been discussed, and the addition ofa
hypocaust in XVI may be part of the same scheme of improvements along with the construction
of new rooms to the south of the main range (i.e. CY I and IV).

ROOM XVI - SITE CX

This is the projecting room to the east of the main entrance. Although its western wall was badly
robbed its line was clearly established giving a room 6.86m by 4.13m. The presence of red, white
and blue tesserae in the channels of the hypocaust indicates that the room was once paved with a
mosaic floor. Painted wall plaster also found in this area seems to have come from the walls of the
room, but insufficiently large pieces were found to be able to reconstruct any panels or colour
schemes. The main flue of the channelled hypocaust did not, as seems to be the usual case, lead
from the middle of one of the walls of the room. Instead it was constructed from the north-east
corner of the room, presumably so that the messy stoking area was well away from the main
entrance (fig. 48). It also seems likely that the rooms to the east had been built or were
contemplated, otherwise the stokehole could have been placed around the corner and the flue cut
through the east wall. Certainly room XIX was standing when the walls were constructed
around the stokehole to XVI which may not have been at the same time as the hypocaust was
constructed, but it could have been later when attempts were made to clean up the front of the
house and hide the stoking area.

From the main diagonal flue led two side-flues each of which split into two before reaching the
walls of the room. No indication of any wall-flues was found. Tile was used to line the flues and
along the central flue were a series of voussiors which had obviously been collected from a
derelict building or bought from a 'scrap building merchant' (fig. 49). In amongst the blocks of
the hypocaust were two stone bases not unlike those found in XIV and which do not appear to be
associated with the heating system. Like those in XIV they may have been associated with
architectural features above floor level. Various attempts were made to find evidence of earlier
floors, but none were found and were unlikely to have survived the hypocaust builders. A great
deal of ash was found in the channels and surprisingly within the hypocaust blocks, but as these
blocks seem to have been filled in with layers containing a great deal of residual material it looks
as though the ash has nothing to do with what took place in this room.

Associated with XVI was the small stoking area X VI!. All of the walls of this structure were
butted together and there was an entrance on the east side, again away from the main entrance.
From within came quantities of rubbish including animal bone suggesting that refuse from the
house was on occasions taken to such places for burning.

ROOM I - SITE CY

This room was added to the south of the main range and is one of a pair of heated rooms situated
either side of a stoking area. CY I is almost square being 5.Om by 5.1m with walls 0.7m wide
which are butted on to the main east-west wall of the central range. The room was heated by
means of a channelled hypocaust with more channels in the southern half of the room than in the
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4X. l lvpo rausr 111 room ex XVI. build ing XII.2 w ith sto keho le showing cop right
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north (fig. 50). This can be seen as a deliberate attempt to provide more heat to the exposed half
of the room with three outside walls. The northern part o f the room was attached to the exis ting
house and consequently requ ired less heatin g. The poor construction of the Rue leading from the
stoking area through the east wall o f this room suggests that the gap was not original, but was a
secondary feature . Th is may point to the hypocaust being an add ition and nor part of the original
scheme when the room was built . Alternatively, the wall in wh ich the Rue was placed may have
been built as one for ease of construction and the CUI for the Rue being made immediately after the
wall was built , leaving the foundations in place. A small recess CUI into the east wall of this room
gave the position of one of the wall-Rues; others did not leave any marks on the walls of the
room,

T he presence of blue, red and white tcsserae, mainly in the hyp ocaust channels, points to the
existence of a mosaic floor in the room whi ch was also decorated with painted walls. Only in one
place was there any evidence of the original floor make-up where a patch of mortar survived .

ROOM IV - SITE CY

T he design and construction of the channe lled hypocaust in th is room was very similar to that in
C Y I. The roo m was 4.8m by 4.2m and there were slightly mo re channels in the south of the
roo m than in the north (fig. 51). The sides of channels were rend ered with plaster and the use of
tiles was more noti ceable around the entrance to the sys tem than elsewhere in the hypocau st,
presumably to combat the higher temperatures encountered. Small patches o f mosaic were found
ill situ and inspected by David Neal who noted ' traces of guilloche with meander border with an

SO. Building XII ,2: hypocausr in room CY I with stoking area to the right

outer border of sing le strand guilloche ? or possible step path. The interior of the pavement
appears to have been decorated wi th Rowers. What appears to be the remainder of a petal tip was
visible. ' (Extract from site not e book).

Both of the hypocausts for room s 1 and IV were serviced from a common stoking area, also
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Sl. Building XI!. :!: hypocllIs{ ill room C Y IV

52. Th ejoint sto king ;U L".l fo r the h YP()clll s( ~ in room s C Y l and IV , bu ildin g X II.2 (C Y IV to (h e left.
C Y I to the righ t)
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recorded under IV, which measured 3.6m by 3.2m (fig. 52). No well-finished floor surfaces
survived in this area, but there were layers of a rubble and mortar mix which were probably left
behind by the builders.

AREAS V, VII, IX AND XI

To the south of building XII,2 an area was cleared of allotment topsoil mainly in 1973, and the
features exposed, cleaned and carefully planned. No excavation in depth was carried out. It was
in this area that two trial trenches were dug in 1970 and where a trench was dug in 1972 to locate a
street which may have extended into this area. To the east of the area a building was found in
1972 and this was further explored in 1973 (labelled as Outbuilding B, see below). The trench
dug in 1972 in area VI also uncovered a wall and the surface exposed in 1973 south of XII,2
revealed a whole series of walls, the interpretation of which was made virtually impossible as
time and resources did not permit any detailed excavation. In the western part of this area (i.e. IX
and Xl) the walls which appeared seemed to belong to one building and consequently this has
been labelled as Outbuilding A.

OUTBUILDING A

This was first located in 1972 in area CY VI, but at the time, because of the small and exploratory
nature of the trench, could not be fully understood. In the northern end of this trench a wall was
found which was aligned at a different angle to the walls ofbuilding XII,2. lt was O. 7m wide with
only slight foundations above which were five courses of thin pieces of limestone with no dressed
facing stones at the edge of the wall. No mortar was detected in the small section of wall
investigated.

Other sections of wall were found and although not traced continuously the impression gained
was that they were part of a large rectangular structure measuring apporoximately 13m by 8m
with no signs of any internal divisions, at least, not at the level to which excavations were
conducted.

In addition to these walls, which probably belong to one building, other features were detected
in the area (fig. 53). To the west of Outbuilding A was a small piece of wall forming a right
angle. It is conceivable that Outbuilding A extended further west than shown on the plan, in
which case this wall would be part of it. There were also indications of pathways, the most
noticeable of which lead to (or from) the south-east corner of XII,2 towards Outbuilding A
(feature no. 7 on fig. 54). There were also slight indications that the southern wall of Outbuilding
A continued east, but it was unclear how it related to Outbuilding B. The main features found in
this area are marked on the plan (fig. 54).

OUTBUILDING B (AREAS CY V, XIII, XIV AND XV)

At the south-east corner ofXII,2 was another rectangular building similar in some ways to XII,
2-A and the outbuilding associated with the house to the north, i.e. XII, I-A. The overlying
rubble was removed from this area in order to expose the latest phase of the building, but again
little excavation in depth took place (figs. 55-6). Overall the building measured 13.2m by 12m
and internally it was divided into one large space (area V) 11.8m by 7.2m alongside of which
were three rooms (areas XIII, XIV and XV) (fig. 57). Each of these three rooms was butted onto
the east wall of the main rectangular space. The floor of the large space (V) was very mixed, with
cobbling, patches of mortar and gravel mixed and the occasional large slab of sandstone. From
where the floor surface survived it seems to have been heavily worn. There was a great deal of ash
and evidence of burning over most of area V and, significantly, evidence of iron working in the
form of iron-rich fuel ash, slag and several pieces of hearth bottoms from layers associated with
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55. O utbuilding B (eY V) looking nort h towards the main building. Footpath can be seen heading
towards the blocked gap between outbuilding B and the main house

56. Rooms on the eastern side of outbuilding B
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57. Outbuilding B with internal features

the use of the building (see report by Justine Bayley page 131). The southern wall of the building
was built entirely differently from the rest and in the limited excavation that was carried out
proved most difficult to identify.

Little excavation work took place in the three rooms on the east side of the building. In only
one was a feature identified which was ofany significance. In the north-east corner of the middle
room (area XIV) was a stone structure approximately 1.3m square with a channel or flue 300mm
wide in the middle of its west side. There was evidence of intense heat which had affected not
only the stones lining the flue, but also the stones in the rest of the foundation. There was no trace
of any surviving burnt material in the flue. With only the foundations surviving and no material
to suggest a function for this structure any ideas are bound to be speculative. It might have been
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58. Path leadin g to the yard between outbuilding D and the mam house

59. Yard between outbuilding D and the main hou se showing roughouts of Pennant sandstone. probably
for eve ntual usc as roofing slates
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the base for J rank in w hich water was heated , i.c. J copper. or it might hav e been an oven, or
perh aps connec ted with so me craft ac tivi ty .

The southe rn most roo m (X V) had no fea tures o ther th an a ro ugh sands tone su rface which ma y
ha vc bee n a floo r. As w it h th e la rge space within this building the southe rn w all was very elu sive.
Foundatio ns w ere non-ex isten t, but surfaces such as the sands to ne floor in XV end ed in J straig ht
lin e. A short piece o f wa ll was found to the so uth-eas t o f the buildi ng in line with the ed ge o f th e
floor j ust described and D ill' must concl ude that this alig n ment marked the so uthern lim it of the
building. It is po ssible that this end of the bui ld ing wa s o pen, bu t it seems difficult to un derstand
why roo m X V should have been co nst ructed if its south w as Opt'll. M ayb e th e wa ll was
co ns truc ted diflercntl y to the rest and carried a diff erent form of supe rstructure. Could the
so uthern wa ll have been bui lt o f timber with lar ge doors to enable ve hicles to gain access? The
o nly indications of J door are slight and co nsist of J worn stretch 1.Xnl lon g on the west wall of
the bui lding -I.Hm from the no rth- west corner. H owever. as walls rarely survived to floor lev el, it
was most unlik ely that cn rr.mccs would be fo und.

The area lett between X II,2 and Outbui ldin g II was clo sed o ff with st retc hes of wallin g to form
a sm all yard . These wa lls no doubt se rved as founda tions and di d not close o ff th e ya rd en tirel y.
T he indications o f a pat h to one su ch bloc king shows th e presence of a ga te o r so mething simila r
above ground level (Iig . 5H). In th e ya rd and stacked aga inst th e w all of th e house were three piles
o f sands tone slabs w hich looked as th ough they had been let] there b y builders (or th e o wn er ) fo r
repair work on the house (Iigs . 5'.1 and (0). The pieces had not been cut to shape and d id not have
nail ho les, but even so looked as though they were rough-outs read y for final trimming before
being used on the: roo f.

From uns rrnri ticd level s III O ut build ing B ca m e an iron co u lte r (see page 114) and four

rectangular bone plaques w hich Dr J.P . Wi ld has ide ntified as tablets as used in weaving (sec page
114). It see ms m ost unlikel y that suc h obj ec ts had tra ve lled far and there is every reas on to believe
that they were used by peo ple who occupied this g roup of bui ldi ngs .

60. Detail of roofing slates


